Revised guidelines regarding sanction of LT connection within seven days.

1. MERC Standard of Performance Regulations, 2014
2. Commercial Circular No. 224 dt. 05.07.2014
3. Commercial Circular No. 240 dt. 02.05.2015

As stipulated under section 43 of Electricity Act 2003 and further provided in MERC (Standards of Performance of Distribution Licensees, Period for Giving Supply and Determination of Compensation) Regulations, 2014, New connection & supply of electricity has to be provided within stipulated time period, which is the maximum period for providing the electricity.

MSEDCL is implementing & promoting various GoM initiatives like Make in India & Ease of Doing Business.

The focus of above initiatives is to give further expeditious & hassle free services to industrial consumers.

In view of the above it is now decided to reduce time period for all LT consumers (i.e. upto 80 KW in all area other than Municipal Corporation & upto 150 KW in Municipal Corporation Area) from 15 days to 7 days.

As approved by the Competent Authority, the LT connections where no Right of Way (RoW) issues are involved & infrastructure is completely ready shall be released within 7 days. In case of infrastructure requirement & RoW issues, connection is to be released within 7 days after infrastructure readyness & RoW clearance by concerned agency.

The guideline shall come into the force with immediate effect.
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